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1, OPERA Expt:





Results:



2, de Sitter SR:
• Fundamentally, the Special Relativity (SR) is a 

theory with regard to the global space-time 
symmetry. Such symmetry is the foundation and 
the starting point for upbuilding whole physics.

• The space-time metric in E-SR  is 
ημν=diag{+,-,-,-}. The most general 
transformation to  preserve metric ημν is 
global Poincar\'e group. It is well known the 
Poincar\'e group is the limit of the de Sitter group 
with  sphere radius R--->infinite. A natural 
question: whether there exists or not another 
type of de Sitter transformation with R 
finite which also leads to a SR?



• In 1970's, K.H.Look (Qi-Keng Lu) Z.L. Zou
and H.Y. Guo got highly nontrivial positive 
answer, and then formulated the mathematic 
structure of the Special Relativity with 
global de Sitter space-time symmetry.

• To the best of our knowledge, Their paper in 
1974 is the first publication to explore SR 
theory by means of the global de Sitter 
space-time symmetry, i.e., dS-SR.

• In 2005, Yan, Xiao, Huang, Li performed 
Lagrangian-Hamiltonian formulism for dS-
SR with two universal constants $c$ and 
$R$ , and suggested the quantum 
mechanics of dS-SR.
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• Lagrangian for free particle motion in dS-SR :

• is inertial reference frame metric:

• This is a highly non-trivial result since it indicates 
that just like  in E-SR the metric       ,           is 
indeed the inertial frame metric even though the 
Lagrangian deduced from        is space-time 
dependent.
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• Under dS space-time transformation:

and the action of dS-SR transfer as follows



• By mechanics principle, and there are10 paras
in dS transformation, there are 10 conserved 
Noether charges in dS-SR like E-SR case.

Where

• C2-Identity:
Then, Dispersion relation in dS-SR:



• When

Goes back to Einstein-SR.
• dS-SR's dispersion relation is space-time-coordinates 

origin dependent.
• In the real world, the Big Bang (BB) cosmology 

model are widely accepted. In this model, the BB 
occurrence provides a natural space-time 
coordinates origin, and then the nowadays 
experiments in the Earth laboratory, e.g., OPERA 
measurements, are at the time                            and 

Call this coordinates system as 
Natural Cosmical Reference System (NCRS).

• Copernicus principle of cosmology holds.
BB: t=x=0



3,Univ Parameter c and Photon 
Speed in SR Mechanic s
• To determine the Univ Parameter c(UP c) in 

SR theories by velocity-composition law for 
moving particle in inertial reference systems



• E-SR case:

Since   ,    and       are all measurable, then UP 
c can always be determined in principle.



• E-SR
When                          is a positive real number 

with velocity dimension, and the space-time 
is E-SR's.

When                        , then                  and the 
theory goes back to the Galilean relativity.

• Whether exists a u which is the same in any 
inertial reference systems? Or, under 
requirement of               , the solution of u 
from Eq.(c) is v-independent or not? 
Substituting $\td{u}=u$ into Eq.(c), we get 
c=u which is indeed v-independent. So c is 
univ velocity for all inertial reference systs, 
and can be regarded as univ parameter in E-
SR.



• It is an essential to change the time dimension 
to be length dim, and then provides necessary 
condition to form 4-dim space .

• According to Einstein, the light can be 
treated as a moving posse of particles with 
m_0=0 (i.e., photons ):

• E-SR Noether charge:



• So, light velicity:

• i.e., $c_{photon}$ and $c$ are degenerate. 
However, the physical meanings of $c$ and 
$c_{photon}$ are different even though their 
magnitudes are equal in E-SR. This is a key 
idea to understand very recent OPERA and 
ICARUS experiments. In the follows, we will 
show that such degeneracy of $c$-
$c_{photon}$ is broken in the dS-SR.



• dS-SR case:

• Since {E-SR}∈{dS-SR}, and since the 
space-time coordinate components 
expressions in the Riemann geometry of 
both E-SR and dS-SR are the same, 
i.e.,                         , we can conclude that the 
universal parameter c in both E-SR and dS-
SR are the same.



• In dS-SR. From Einstein's hypotheses:

• In NCRF, from Noether carges of dS-SR and 
DPS, E_{dS} reads

• For de sitter SO(4,1) case, R^2>0, then 
c_{photon}>c. For anti de sitter SO(3,2) case, 
R^2<0, then c_{photon}<c.



4, Neutrinos Velocity from dS-SR 
and OPERA anomaly
• Neutrino mass m_0=2eV/c^2. In dS-SR

Where

So

Hence v>c  (OPERA anomaly), but v<c_{photon}



•Figure of v-E for neutrino:



• OPERA anomaly:



• dS-SR:

• So, for real world, SO(4,1) with



• Since

Cohen and Glashow’s Cherenkov-like 
radiation processes

can not occur, and hence ICARUS did 
not see such events!



•Comments to the definition of c and 
the measurement of c_{photon}

• c is an universal parameter in SR, serves as a 
constant to convert time dimension to length 
dimension, and play a key role to form 4-dim 
spacetime in geometry, i.e., $x^\mu=\{x^0\equiv  
Practically, one takes the definition of 
c=299 792 458 m/s exactly. As is well known 
that this parameter enters various fundamental 
theories of physics, such as SR, GR, SM of 
particle physics, Optics, Atom and Molecular 
physics, and Cosmology etc.



• Under Einstein hypotheses 

E-SR mechanics predicts

but dS-SR's prediction is 

The direct way to determine which one is realistic 
in the Nature should be another OPERA-like 
experiment, in which one use       with few GeV
energies as  moving particle (instead of the 
present OPERA's ). However it may not be an 
easy experiment at nowadays.



• Some experiments claimed c_{photon}=c with very high 
accuracy. However, in the experiments the E-SR's dispersion 
relation                        were used to analyze the data. Namely, 
the plane wave solution expressions of

were used. That wave equation is the quantization equation of
Thus, such sort of experiments seems to be to

prove E-SR by using E-SR. Logically, it is circular
reasoning. Furthermore, in such experiments the interferometry
of usual laser light were used to determine the light-wave-
speed                            . Since laser photon's wave length is 
much much larger than                  and since the Heisenberg 
uncertainty principle in QM, to treat the light wave to be a 
massless particle (i.e., photon) becomes a less accurate 
approximation. This will lead to                                and hence 
the results of these experiments cannot be regarded as the 
precise measurement of
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• Both                  are metric of 
inertial reference system. From 
the view of GR,in the flat 
spacetime with 
But for                            case, 

Therefore, dS-SR's prediction is 
understandable.



5, Conclusions:
• The meanings of the universal parameter c 

and the photon velocity c_{photon} in SR 
are different: c is univ parameter to convert 
time-dim and c_{photon} is light velocity in 
real world.

• c=c_{photon} in E-SR, but c\neq c_{photon} 
in dS-SR.

• OPERA anomaly indicates dS-SR is realistic. 
The space-time is dS with R~2×10^{12}l.y.

• No conflict between OPERA and ICARUS 
since v_{\nu}<c_{photon} and Cohen and 
Glashow.



Thanks!
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